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Hydroisolating primer

Double component hydroisolation

Composition and properties:
Double-component cement-based mixture, polymer and subsidiary substances in the right 
proportion, guaranteeing the primer’s resistance.
Application:
Outdoor and indoor use
For preliminary hydro isolating priming on concrete and cement-sand brickwork, putty and 
surfaces in wet and dry rooms before laying faience and terracotta.
Base:
Dry, non-freezing, solid, with the needed weight capability, with a steady shape and free of 
dust, oils, grease, unfixed parts. 
This product can be applied on:

- All usual construction bases like concrete, putty, plaster, brickwork, light and porous 
concrete, gypsum-based plasters, gypsum board plates, gypsum walls. 

- Smooth shuttering concrete
Product descriptions:
Supply form: set
5 li. Tube (component A) + 17kg packing (component B)
3 li. Tube (component A) + 10kg packing (component B)
Preservation: in dry places with temperatures over +5 degrees in a sealed original packing for 
about 12 months.

Consumption norm:
average 1.5kg/m2 with 1mm film (around 2mm are needed)

Technical characteristics: established at +23 degrees
Contents of non-volatile substances: 40 % on mass
Brilliance on cohesion when stretching with concrete: 1N/mm2
Drying time: min ≥30
Waterproof: ≥ 2 Mpa

Application instructions:
Recommended tools: roller and brush

Application technique:
Preliminary preparation:
Cleaning the surfaces from dust.
Mixture preparation: After pouring into a proper vessel component A add component B and 
then stir until the mix homogenizes.



Laying:
With one hand while covering. On hygroscopic surfaces use both hands.

Following treatment:
Lay other water-based surfaces after 24 hours.
Labour protection:
Specific information about composition, danger, cleaning, and dumping can be viewed in the 
safety list.

Important instructions:
- Must keep to all norms, instructions and technical maps that are related to the base of 

the surface
- Do not apply in temperatures below +5 degrees, in direct sunlight, rain, strong wind. 

Until gaining strength it should be protected in a proper way.
- High humidity and low temperatures reduce the binding processes while high 

temperatures increase them.
- Do not add other materials

This technical map is based on wide experience and gives you the best knowledge, but is juristically non-aligned. 
We guarantee the quality of our materials within the framework of our selling and delivering conditions. To 
reduce the risk of mistakes limited information is brought in. Not all possible present and future application 
cases can be described. Detailed information to specialists is not provided here. The present technical map is 
valid until the publication of another one.
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